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0/5  A good beginning makes a good  1  

Vocabulary  

Mach the words in part A with the definitions in B.One is extra in B.  

 _____A_____                                                     __________B_________  

1.prevent                                                  a.a large group of people who live together 
2.society                                                   b. to be different from each other  

                                               c. to stop something from happening  

0/5  Match the pictures with their sentences.    

                                  
    

                            (a)                                                                        (b)  

3.My younger brother is a great couch potato;he can watch TV 24 hours a day.              

4.More than 40 percent of the students go to university.  

2  

1  Fill in the blanks with the given words.One word is extra.  

 / hang out / exist / balanced / rarely / by means /  

5.Does water really……………….………..on Mars .    

6.I usually go out and…………………………with my best friends.  

7.If you have a……………….………..diet, you will get all the vitamins you need.  

8.Our teacher tried to explain the new sentences……………….………..of a dictionary.  

3  
  

0/5  Grammar  

Look at the pictures 

and complete the 

following sentences.  

                                            

9.He drank………………………..of coffee yesterday.  

10.Tina is going to eat………………..……..of cake.  

4  
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0/5  Choose the best answer.  

11.They had-----(few / little) information about geography.  
12.A:Could you lend me-----(two billion dollars / two billions dollar)? B:Sorry,I’m not sure.  

5  
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Choose the best answer.  

13.There’s some-----in that small kitchen.  

a.rice                       b.apple                       c.bananas                     d.mice    

14.-----the boys done their homework?    B:No, they haven’t  

a.Do                        b.Are                          c.Have                            d.Were  

 

0/5  Write the correct form of the words in brackets.  

15.He has written the letter, but he hasn’t………………..it yet.(post)  

16.Yesterday,There……………………a lot of cars in the street.We couldn’t drive fast.(be)  

 7  

0/5  Writing 
Complete the spelling of the 
words.   

                                               

        

  

17.My sister me_ _ ures herself every month.  

18.The doctor is listening to my grandfather’s hear_ _eat.                        

8  

1  Unscramble the given words.  
19.this / do / how / eggs / you / cake / many / in / use / ?  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- .  

20.us / well / Sara / after / very / looked / .  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- .  

 9  

1  Read the sentence below and write each word in the correct box.   

21.Maria learned the French language quickly.   

 10  

  

  Subject  Verb  Object  AI  

sentence 21          
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0/5  Rewrite the following sentence by adding the word in the brackets.  

22.I get up late on Saturdays.(always)   

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- .  

 11  

1  Use the following suffixes and prefixes and make new words.  

dis / ous / mid / ness  
  

day    

danger    

like    

happy    

  

 12  
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Reading  

Fill in the blanks with the words given below.One word is extra.  

/ native / institutes / besides / knowledge / international /   

English is a/an--------------------language, spoken in many countries both as a native and as 

a second or foreign language.They teach it in the--------------------in almost every country 

on this earth.It is a living language spoken by over 300 million people as their --------------

------language.Millions more speak it as an additional language.About one billion people 

around the world have some--------------------of English, either as a native language, as a 

second language, or as a foreign language.  

1/5  Read the passages and answer the questions.  

The language that is most difficult for a person to learn depends on their tongue and on 
how closely their native language is related to the one they are trying to learn.  
For example, while the Japanese language is one of the most difficult languages for 
Americans to learn, it is not for Chinese speakers at all.The reason Japanese is so hard for 
native English speakers is related to the complex writing systems of Japanese, which are 
completely different from the A-to-Z alphabet.Japanese has three different alphabets 
kanji, which is made up of about 15,000 characters, kata-kana that’s used for emphasis, 
and hira-gana for spelling suffixes and grammar.  
23.The most difficult language for all people is Japanese.          a.True            b.False  

24.The Chinese learn Japanese easier.        a.True            b.False 25.Which language is 
hard for American to learn?  
_________________________________________________________________________________________________   .  

26.How many different alphabets does Japanese have?  

_________________________________________________________________________________________________  .  
  

14  
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1/5  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
  
  

Watermelon is a delicious fruit. It is called watermelon because it is mostly water. In fact 
it is 92% water. It’s usually round and green on the outside. When you cut open a 
watermelon it’s red or yellow inside. Sometimes there are black seeds inside and 
sometimes the watermelon is seedless. Watermelons are grown all over the world. The 
largest producer of this fruit is China. More watermelons are grown in China than 
anywhere else in the world. Many people like to eat watermelon, especially on a hot 
summer day!  
27.We can’t grow watermelon in China.                                           a.True     b.False  

 28.When a watermelon has seeds they are usually black.  a.True      b.False  

29.The outside of a watermelon is green.  a.True      b.False 30.Most people don’t 
like to eat watermelon.  a.True      b.False  
31.Watermelons are 92%____________________ .  

32.The_____________________of watermelon can be red or yellow.  
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